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We obtain exact solutions and the survival probability for a Fokker-Planck equation subjected to the two-
dimensional wedge domain. We consider a spatial dependence in the diffusion coefficient and the presence of
external forces. The results show an anomalous spreading of the solution and, consequently, a nonusual
behavior of the survival probability which can be connected to anomalous diffusion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diffusion is one of the most important phenomena in na-
ture and is present in several fields of the physics. Typical
situations are described in terms of a Fokker-Planck equation
and characterized by a mean-square displacement that is as-
ymptotically linear in time, i.e., ��r− �r��2�� t. These features
are deeply related to the central limit theorem and the Mar-
kovian nature of this stochastic process. However, the large
number of experimental observations show that more com-
plex processes, in which the mean-square displacement is not
proportional to t, also occur in nature. These situations can
be found, for instance, in CTAB micelles �aggregates of am-
phiphillic molecules—cethyl trimethyl ammonium bromide
�CTAB�� dissolved in salted water �1,2�, the analysis of
heartbeat histograms in a healthy individual �3�, chaotic
transport in laminar fluid flow of a water-glycerol mixture in
a rapidly rotating annulus �4�, subrecoil laser cooling �5�,
particle chaotic dynamics along the stochastic web associ-
ated with a d=3 Hamiltonian flow with hexagonal symmetry
in a plane �6–8�, conservative motion in a d=2 periodic po-
tential �9�, transport of fluid in porous media �see �10� and
references therein�, surface growth �10�, and many other in-
teresting physical systems.

Several formalisms have been employed to investigate
these systems presenting anomalous diffusion. Some of them
are based on extensions of the Fokker-Planck equation by
incorporating fractional derivatives �11–23�, nonlinear terms
�24,25� or spatial, and time dependence in the diffusion co-
efficient �26–29�. They have been applied in a rich variety of
scenarios such as systems with trapping or recombination
�30�, polymer translocation through a nanopore �31�, anoma-
lous transport in disordered systems �32�, diffusion on frac-
tals �33,34�, and microporous materials �35�, stochastic ac-
celeration of particles in plasmas �36,37�, turbulence �38�,
and modulation of electron transfer kinetics by protein con-
formational fluctuations �39�. The advantage of these equa-
tions is the simple way to deal with boundary values prob-
lems and to incorporate forced fields which, in other
formalisms, may lead one to cumbersome situations. Having
these scenarios in mind, we focus our attention to the solu-
tions and the survival probability in a wedge domain �see
Fig. 1� of the Fokker-Planck equation

�

�t
��r,t� = � · �D�r� � ��r,t�� − � · �F̄�r,t���r,t�� , �1�

where r= �r ,��, D�r� is the �dimensionless� diffusion coeffi-

cient given by D�r�=Dr−� and F̄�r , t� is the �dimensionless�
external force �drift� associated with the potential V�r , t�
=kr2 /2+ �K /���1 /r�−1�. This potential can be considered
as an extension of the logarithmic potential used, for in-
stance, to establish the connection between the fractional dif-
fusion coefficient and the generalized mobility �40�, and the
external force obtained from it has as particular case the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck �41� and the Rayleigh �42� processes.
We underline that the solution of Eq. �1� in absence of ex-
ternal force, for free boundary condition �lim�r�→� ��r , t�
=0�, is a stretched exponential, i.e., ��r , t�
�e−r2+�/��2 + ��2Dt� / t2/�2+��, and consequently ��r− �r��2�
� t2/�2+�� which can be related to a sub or superdiffusive pro-
cess. We first consider a confined region, in contrast to the
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Geometry of the wedge domain �region�
considered here. Note that similar structure with a→� was worked
out in �43,44� for the usual diffusion equation with a constant dif-
fusion coefficient in absence of external forces.
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situation analyzed in �43,44�, characterized by the boundary
conditions limr→a ��r , t�=limr→0 ��r , t�=0 and
lim�→� ��r , t�=lim�→0 ��r , t�=0, with the diffusion coeffi-
cient D�r�=Dr−�. For this case, we also analyze the mean
first passage time distribution �44�. Afterwards, we extend
the solution to a→� and incorporate the external force

F̄�r , t�=−krr̂+K /r1+�r̂, analyzing the first passage time dis-
tribution. The results obtained for this geometry may find
application in several physical situations such as flow of a
viscous fluid �45�, one-dimensional diffusion controlled re-
action processes �44,46�, random velocity field �47�, and also
make possible to investigate situations characterized by
anomalous diffusion processes which are modeled by ��0.

In these cases, we employ the initial condition ��r ,0�
= �̄�r� with �̄�r� normalized, i.e., 	0

�d�	0
�drr�̄�r�=1. In this

manner, we extend results found in �43,44� by including a
spatial dependence in the diffusion coefficient and by con-
sidering the presence of an external force. These develop-
ments are performed in Sec. II while in Sec. III some con-
clusions are presented.

II. FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION AND SURVIVAL
PROBABILITY

We shall address this section to the discussion of the dif-
fusion equation in a confined wedge domain characterized by
the boundary conditions defined above. This discussion is
accomplished by the diffusion coefficient D�r , t�=Dr−�,
which has been used to investigate physical situations such
as diffusion on fractals �33,34�, turbulence �38�, and fast
electrons in a hot plasma in the presence of a electric field
�48�. For this case, Eq. �1� is given by

�

�t
��r,t� = D � · �r−� � ��r,t�� . �2�

In order to solve this equation, we use the Laplace transform
and Green function approach �49�. Applying the Laplace
transform to Eq. �2�, one obtains

D � · �r−� � ��r,s�� = s��r,s� − ��r,0� , �3�

whose solution can be put in the form

��r,s� = − 

0

a

dr�r�

0

�

d����r�,0�G�r,r�,s� , �4�

with the Green function being governed by the equation:

D � · �r−� � G�r,r�,s�� − sG�r,r�,s� = ��r − r�� , �5�

and subjected to the conditions limr→a G�r ,r� ,s�
=limr→0 G�r ,r� ,s�=0 and lim�→� G�r ,r� ,s�
=lim�→0 G�r ,r� ,s�=0. By using the eigenfunctions of the
Sturm-Liouville problem related to the spatial operator of
Eq. �5�, i.e., � · ��r−��	�r ,kmn���=−kmn

2 	�r ,kmn� where
	�r ,kmn� satisfies the same boundary conditions of the
Green function, it is possible to show that the Green function
of Eq. �5� may be written as

G�r,r�,s� = − 
n,m=1

�


�kmn,s�	�r,kmn�	�r�,kmn� , �6�

with


�kmn,s� = Nmn/�s + Dkmn
2 � , �7�

which has as inverse Laplace transform 
�kmn , t�
=Nmn exp�−Dkmn

2 t�. Notice that the result obtained for the
Green function in Eq. �6� may be extended to fractional dif-
fusion equations by replacing D with an arbitrary function
D�s�. A typical example is D→Ds1−� which, when substi-
tuted in Eq. �7�, yields 
�kmn , t�=NmnE��−Dkmn

2 t��, where
E��x� is the Mittag-Leffler function �50�. Thus, the changes
produced by a fractional time derivative �or fractional time
derivatives of distributed order� in Eq. �6� are manifested by

�kmn , t� which contains the time dependence of the solu-
tion. The eigenfunction, after solving the equation for
	�r ,kmn� by using the method of variable separation with
suitable boundary conditions, is given by

	�r,kmn� = r�/2J�m
� 2kmn

2 + �
r1/2�2+���sin�m

�
�� , �8�

where ��0, J��x� is the Bessel function, �m= �� / �2
+����1+ �2m / �����2, and
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FIG. 2. Behavior of S�r� , t� versus t, which illustrates Eq. �10�,
for typical values of � by considering, for simplicity, D=1, a=2,
�= /3 and the initial condition �̄�r̄�=1 /r��r−1����− /5�. The
inset figure is M�r� , t� versus t, which is useful to evidence the rate
at which the particles are removed from the system in each case.
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Nnm =
2�2 + ��

�a2+�J�m+1� 2kmn

2+� a1/2�2+��� , �9�

with the eigenvalues kmn determined by solving the equation
J�m

�
2kmn

2+� a1/2�2+���=0. To proceed, we investigate, for this pro-
cess, the survival probability distribution which is related to
the first passage time distribution. Using the previous results,
it is possible to show that the survival probability distribution
is given by

S�r�,t� = 

0

a

drr

0

�

d���r,t� = 
n,m=1

�

Imn
�kmn,t�	�r�,kmn� ,

�10�

for the initial condition ��r ,0�=1 /r��r−r�����−��� with

Imn =
2a�

�2 + ��m

a1/2�2+��

Amn
2/2+� �1 − �− 1�m�

� � 22/2+��� 1
2+� +

�m+1

2 �
Amn�� �m

2 + �
2�2+�� �

+ ��m −
�

2 + �
�J�m

�Amn�

� S−�/2+�,�m−1�Amn� − J�m−1�Amn�S2/2+�,�m
�Amn�� ,

�11�

where Amn=2kmna1/2�2+�� / �2+��, S�,��x� is the Lommel
function �51� and �̄�r̄� represents how the system is initially
distributed. Figure 2 shows the behavior of the survival prob-
ability obtained from Eq. �10� for typical values of �. Note
that for ��0 we have more particles absorbed, i.e., removed

from the system, by the surfaces than in the usual case, �
=0, for small time. However, a small quantity of particles
spend more time than in the usual case ��=0� to be absorbed
when ��0. The last statement may be verified by analyzing
the asymptotic behavior of Eq. �10� present in Fig. 2. In
particular, it may be obtained from Eq. �10� by expanding the
series and keeping the initial terms, i.e., S�r� , t�
�I11
�k11, t�	�r� ,k11�+I21
�k21, t�	�r� ,k21�
+I12
�k12, t�	�r� ,k12�+¯. The inset in Fig. 2 represents
the quantity of particles absorbed by the surface of the sys-
tem, i.e., M�r� , t�=1−S�r� , t�. By using Eq. �10�, it is pos-
sible to find the mean first passage time by using equation
T�r��=	0

�dtS�r� , t� �see Fig. 3�.
In this regard, notice that Fig. 3�a� evidences the influence

of the spatial dependence present in the diffusion coefficient
on the diffusion process which results in an anomalous dif-
fusion.

Now, we extend the previous results for the limit a→�.
The solution for this case is formally the same of the previ-
ous case, but with the Green function given by

G�r,r�,t� = −
2

2 + �



0

�

dkk
m=1

�


�k,t�	̃m�r,k�	̃m�r�,k� ,

�12�

with

	̃m�r,k� = r�/2J�m
� 2k

2 + �
r1/2�2+���sin�m

�
�� . �13�

After some calculations, it is possible to simplify Eq. �12� to
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FIG. 3. Behavior of the mean first passage time obtained from Eq. �10� is illustrated in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� for typical values of �. We
consider, for simplicity, D=1, a=2, �= /3 and the initial condition �̄�r�=1 /r��r−1����− /5�.
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G�r,r�,t� = −
2�rr���/2

�2 + ���Dt
e−r2+�+r�2+�/�2 + ��2Dt

m=1

�

sin�m

�
��

� sin�m

�
���I�m�2�rr��1/2�2+��

�2 + ��Dt
� , �14�

where I��x� is the Bessel function of modified argument. The
survival probability related to the process described by Eq.
�14�, for the initial condition ��r ,0�=1 /r��r−r�����−���, is
given by

S�r�,t� =
2�r��/2e−r�2+�/�2 + ��2Dt

��2 + ��2Dt��/2�2+�� 
m=1

�
�1 − �− 1�m�
m��1 + �m�

sin�m

�
���

� �� 4 + �

2�2 + ��
+

�m

2 �� 4r�2+�

�2 + ��2Dt��m/2

� 
��m

2
+

4 + �

2�2 + ��
,�m + 1,

r�2+�

�2 + ��2Dt� , �15�

where 
�a ,b ,x� is a hypergeometric function �51�. The
asymptotic behavior of Eq. �15� for long times is S�t�
�1 / t�/2�2+��+�1/2, which shows explicitly the dependence on
the variable �. Note that the asymptotic behavior decays as a
power law in time with characteristic exponent dependent on
� and on the wedge opening angle. Figure 4 illustrates the
survival probability related to this process which has a be-
havior similar to the previous result obtained from Eq. �10�.

In Fig. 5, we illustrate the first passage time distribution
obtained from Eq. �15� by using F�r� , t�=−�S�r� , t� /�t �44�,
since the system is not limited on r.

Let us incorporate the external force F̄�r�=−krr̂
+Kr̂ /r1+� to the previous scenario and obtain the solution for
Eq. �1�, the survival probability and the first passage time
distribution. Note that the external force considered here has
the same parameter � as the diffusion coefficient. This
choice was performed in order to avoid the cumbersome cal-
culations which emerge by considering different parameters.
Following the procedure employed in the previous cases, we
also use the Green function approach to analyze the problem.
After some calculations, it is possible to show that the Green
function is now given by

G�r,r�,t� = rK/De−kr2+�/�2+��D 
n=0,m=1

�


��nm,t�	̂mn�r�	̂mn�r�� ,

�16�

with �̄m=��2m /��2+ �K /D−��2 / �2+��,

	̂mn�r� = r�Ln
�̄m� kr2+�

�2 + ��D�sin�m

�
�� , �17�

where �= ��−K /D+ �2+���̄m� /2, Ln
��x� is the associated

Laguerre polynomial �51�, the time dependence is given by


̂��nm,t� = −
2k

�D
��1 + n�

��1 + n + �̄m�
� k

2 + �
��̄m

e−�mnt �18�

and �mn= �2+��nk+ �k /2���−K /D+ �2+���̄m�. We under-
line that the presence of the external force is not enough to
assure a stationary solution. Similarly to what happened in
the previous case, it is possible to simplify Eq. �16� to obtain
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FIG. 4. Behavior of S�r� , t� versus t, which illustrates Eq. �15�,
for typical values of � by considering, for simplicity, D=1, �
=2 /5, and the initial condition ��r ,0�=1 /r��r−1����− /7�. The
inset figure is M�r� , t� versus t.
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FIG. 5. Behavior of F�r� , t� versus t, which illustrates the first
passage time distribution related to the process described by Eq.
�14�, for typical values of � by considering, for simplicity, D=1,
�= /3, and the initial condition ��r ,0�=1 /r��r−1����− /5�.
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G�r,r�,t� = − �rr��1/2��+K/D�e−k/2��−K/D�t2krK/De−kr2+�/�2+��D

�D�1 − e−�2+��kt�
e−ke−�2+��kt�r2+�+r�2+��/�2+��D�1−e−�2+��kt�

� 
m=1

�

sin�m

�
��sin�m

�
���I�̄m� 2k��t�

�2 + ��D
�rr��1/2�2+��� , �19�

where ��t�=e−1/2�2+��kt / �1−e−�2+��kt�. Therefore, the survival
probability does not decay as a power law such as in the
previous case due to the presence of external forces acting on
the system. Notice that, in Fig. 6, for �=0 the particles re-
main in the system for more time than in the case ��0 for
all time, in contrast to the situation analyzed before, which is
characterized by the absence of external forces. It is worth
mentioning that the case characterized by the absence of ex-
ternal force recovers results found in �43� when �=0. In
particular, the lowest order corrections, in the absence of
external force, for the case �=0, may be obtained by iterat-
ing the integral equation

��r,t� = − 

0

�

dr�r�

0

�

d����r�,0�G�0��r,r�,t�

− 

0

t

dt�

0

�

dr�r�

0

�

d����r�,t��G�0��r,r�,t − t��

�20�

where G�0��r ,r� , t�=G�r ,r� , t� ��=0, ��r , t�

=D� · ���r ,�����r , t�� and ��r ,��=r−�−1�−� ln r
+ ��2 ln2 r� /2+O��3�, with 0���1. In Fig. 7, we show the
first passage time distribution related to Eq. �19� in order to
illustrate the influence of the external forces on this quantity.

III. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the solutions of Eq. �1� by accom-
plishing several situations characterized by a spatially depen-
dent diffusion coefficient and by the presence of external
forces. The first situation analyzed refers to a limited wedge
region. For this case, the survival probability presented an
anomalous behavior for ��0. In fact, for small times, Fig. 2
shows that S�t� has its small value for �=3 �see the dashed
and dotted lines� indicating that more particles are initially
removed from the system for ��0 than for the usual case
�=0. However, for long time, this behavior observed for
S�t� changes and S�t� attains its small value for �=0. In this
framework, we have also investigated the mean first passage
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FIG. 6. Behavior of S�r� , t� versus t, which illustrates the diffu-
sion process governed by Eq. �16�, for typical values of � by con-
sidering, for simplicity, D=1, �= /3, k=1, K=1, and the initial
condition ��r ,0�=1 /r��r−1����− /5�. The inset figure is
M�r� , t� versus t.
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FIG. 7. Behavior of F�r� , t� versus t, which illustrates the first
passage time distribution related to the process described by Eq.
�19�, for typical values of � by considering, for simplicity, D=1,
�= /5, k=1, K=1, and the initial condition ��r ,0�=1 /r��r
−1����− /7�. Similarly to what is shown in Fig. 5, the first time
distributions have their maxima for small values of time, in agree-
ment with the graphics presented for S�r� , t� in Fig. 6.
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time which manifested a nonsymmetric behavior in r� due to
the inhomogeneous characteristics of the diffusion coeffi-
cient. After that, we have extended these results by consid-
ering the limit a→� and by incorporating an external force
to the problem. Similarly to the previous results, we have
also obtained an anomalous behavior for the survival prob-
ability and for the first passage time distribution, when �
�0. In this direction, results found in �43,44� have been
extended by incorporating external forces and a spatial de-

pendence in the diffusion coefficient. In this manner, the re-
sults obtained here should be useful to investigate anomalous
diffusion in a wedge region.
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